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Parking Picture for 2008/09

- 700–1,500 open spaces during first week of classes each day
- North end of campus fills up first; most available space is at south end
- PSIII 85% full most days
- Campus growth adversely affects available parking space!
  - Science II
  - Recreation/Wellness Center
  - Residence Halls
  - Shuttle yard move
Changes for 2008/09

- Citation fee increases - 7/1/08
- VIP & undated permits – paid for by requesting VP/Dean’s offices as of 9/1/08
- Applicant for Admission spaces in Lot 1 converted to more 30 minute spaces for everyone
- 4 Daily Permit machines installed that accept credit cards – at Info Booths 1 and 2 and in Lots 7 and 8
Additional Changes Effective 1/1/09

- Student orientation – students will pay for parking effective 1/1/09 for Summer 2009 orientation

- Vendors and contractors coming to campus will be required to pay for parking as of 1/1/09
  - Current contracts will be honored if they specify parking conditions
  - Procurement will include statement on each new purchase order saying that cost of parking is vendor’s responsibility
  - Vendors can purchase daily permits from permit machines or the UTAPS office.
  - Questions? Contact Ryan Artis at X85244 or eventparking@csus.edu.
Additional Fee Revenue will help to address:

- Operational cost increases in Parking Program (salaries, benefits, gas, maintenance)
- Debt service payments on Parking Structure III
- Parking Program is a self-support program – receives no State funds; funding comes from parking permit fees
- Citation increases: supports Hornet Shuttle, citation processing, citation appeals
Hornet Shuttle Changes Effective 1/1/09

- New route to be added – service from 65th St. Light Rail station to campus
- New route will make campus loop and include service to CalSTRS building
- Routes 4 & 5 will be consolidated
- Additional information available in next two months
Questions?